Anisotropic Reactivity of CaAg under Ethylene Epoxidation Conditions.
The chemical behavior of CaAg as catalyst for ethylene epoxidation was studied using a combination of experimental (X-ray powder diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, thermal analysis and infrared spectroscopy), and quantum chemical techniques as well as real-space chemical bonding analysis. Under oxidative ethylene epoxidation conditions, the CaAg (010) surface possesses an outstanding stability during long-term experiments. It is caused by the formation of an ordered, stable and dense CaO passivation layer with a small amount of embedded Ag atoms. On this way, the (010) surface constitutes a kinetic barrier for further incorporation of oxygen into the subsurface region and thereby prevents further oxidative decomposition of CaAg. The calculated adsorption energies of the reaction species show strong adsorption of the reaction products that may explain the observed low conversion of ethylene toward ethylene oxide using CaAg as catalyst.